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With the destruction of the Earth ship Colossus the 3rd interstellar war is about to begin. The Cabal

plan to reveal their political intentions to the Galaxy, but before they can, they have to eliminate their

enemies first. Athena and her whole family are in their sights along with anyone that stands in the

way of progress and control. Who will survive the onslaught and who will die? Only time will tell.Join

Athena, Wilson and the CATTs as they set out to prove that might does not equal right!
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Rebels, patriots or mutineers it all depends on your perspective. A secret cabal organization behind

the most corrupt members of the government. An even more secret link to the original earth UN. I

don't think you can start the series here. You will understand more if you read series in order.Earth

is out in the open. The cabal has made its move. Together they control space with only Mars, its

much smaller fleet and its allies standing in their way. A little simplistic on how easy it is for Cabal to



take the capital planet. Also very unclear why cabal destroys the fleet organization instead of using

them sacrificially to subdue their enemies. It is also much easier to extract technology from people

trying to educate you than back engineers it from just manuals, information obtained by torture and

example machine. Could blame this stupidity to a mindless program. Although if it acts this stupid

how does it stay in power? Just chalk it up to authors prerogative I guess. This is why a good editor

would have challenged some of these mindless plot twists and made the author keep it

logical.Wilson continues to support Athena. But I am beginning to wonder how different Wilson is

from the AI "Program" that now controls Earth.

I'm old and I still remember the serial westerns from the 50s. I used to go to the movies and see

them. While interesting in her own right. I Thena Lee is starting to resemble those old short

cinematic episodes. Lost touch with the engineer in her and now we're just talking about the perils of

Pauline. It's fun but a little shortsighted at this moment.

Great continuation of this series. Athena has come a long ways from being a lost engineer. Story

can stand on its own but is much better if you have read some or all of the preceding installments.

Has surprises and unexpected plot twists. Hard to put down - read it all in two days.

Neat series, you can't go wrong for a fun/quick read.

AAA+++

I liked the first several books, but the characters seem to be trite in some ways - turn of to me.

Catts I love it. Oh you are so bad to BA and the Bitches, not the original ones but in name only!! War

is now on, no idea what will happen next.

What does Athena do in these books, first of all she started off as a engineer who solves problems

with her brilliant mind. Now the author seems to have turned her into a love sick puppy. She has not

used her engineering skills or whit to solve any problems in the past several books. All she does is

talk about her girlfriend and that her girlfriend protects her. I enjoyed the books because their

fast-paced.. but they are not in the same category as the TQB books. In those books the main

character Bethany and developed and brew, in these books Athena is stagnant. She leaves guns on



the table, stands around in a firefight, when it is alleged in the books that she knows how to defend

herself. I know you are a new author, your beta readers should tell you that the character needs to

grow. She doesn't have to be a best Bethany and but she needs to take charge sometimes. As far

as I'm concerned the AI Wilson is the star of this book and the book should be called the Wilson

Chronicles. I don't mean to be so super critical, but I read at least 15 books a month sometimes

more and I see a lot of potential in this series. I will read the next book in series and maybe update

my review.
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